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Abstract

Recently, Barber and Candès laid the theoretical foundation for a general framework for false discov-
ery rate (FDR) control based on the notion of “knockoffs.” A closely related FDR control methodology
has long been employed in the analysis of mass spectrometry data, referred to there as “target-decoy
competition” (TDC). However, any approach that aims to control the FDR, which is defined as the ex-
pected value of the false discovery proportion (FDP), suffers from a problem. Specifically, even when
successfully controlling the FDR at level α, the FDP in the list of discoveries can significantly exceed
α. We offer FDP-SD, a new procedure that rigorously controls the FDP in the competition (knockoff /
TDC) setup by guaranteeing that the FDP is bounded by α at any desired confidence level. Compared
with the just-published general framework of Katsevich and Ramdas, FDP-SD generally delivers more
power and often substantially so in simulated as well as real data.

KEYWORDS: False discovery proportion (FDP), Target-decoy competition (TDC), Knockoffs, Spectrum
identification, Variable selection.

1 Introduction

Competition-based false discovery rate (FDR) control has been widely practiced by the computational mass
spectrometry community since it was first proposed by Elias and Gygi [7, 5, 20, 8, 16, 37]. Consider
for example the spectrum identification (spectrum-ID) problem where our goal is to assign for each of
the, typically, tens of thousands of spectra the peptide that has most likely generated it (Supplementary
Section7.2 provides further context).

Spectrum-ID is typically initiated by scanning each input spectrum against a peptide database for its
best matching peptide. Pioneered by SEQUEST [10], the search engine uses an elaborate score function
to quantify the quality of the match between each of the database peptides and the observed spectrum,
recording the optimal peptide-spectrum match (PSM) for the given spectrum along with its score Zi [29]. In
practice, many expected fragment ions will fail to be observed for any given spectrum, and the spectrum is
also likely to contain a variety of additional, unexplained peaks [30]. Hence, sometimes the reported PSM
is correct — the peptide assigned to the spectrum was present in the mass spectrometer when the spectrum
was generated — and sometimes the PSM is incorrect. Ideally, we would report only the correct PSMs,
but obviously we do not know which PSMs are correct and which are incorrect; all we have is the score of
the PSM, indicating its quality. Therefore, we report a thresholded list of top-scoring PSMs while trying to
control the list’s FDR using target-decoy competition (TDC), as explained next.
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First, the same search engine is used to assign each input spectrum a decoy PSM score, Z̃i, by searching
for the spectrum’s best match in a decoy database of peptides obtained from the original (target) database by
randomly shuffling or reversing each peptide in the database. Each decoy score Z̃i then directly competes
with its corresponding target score Zi to determine the reported list of discoveries, i.e., we only report target
PSMs that win their competition: Zi > Z̃i. Additionally, the number of decoy wins (Z̃i > Zi) in the top k
scoring PSMs is used to estimate the number of false discoveries in the target wins among the same top k
PSMs. Thus, the ratio between the number of decoy wins and the number of target wins yields an estimate
of the FDR among the target wins in the top k PSMs. To control the FDR at level α, the TDC procedure
(Supplementary Section 7.3) chooses the largest k for which the estimated FDR is still ≤ α, and it reports
all target wins among those top k PSMs. It was recently shown that, assuming that incorrect PSMs are
independently equally likely to come from a target or a decoy match, and provided we add 1 to the number
of decoy wins before dividing by the number of target wins, this procedure rigorously controls the FDR [18].

More recently, Barber and Candès used the same principle in their knockoff+ procedure to control the
FDR in feature selection in a classical linear regression model [1]:

y = Xβ + ε, (1)

where y ∈ Rn is the response vector, X is the n × p known, real-valued design matrix, β ∈ Rp is the un-
known vector of coefficients, and ε ∼ N(0, σ2I) is Gaussian noise. Briefly, knockoff+ relies on introducing
an n × p knockoff design matrix X̃ , where each column consists of a knockoff copy of the corresponding
original variable. These knockoff variables are constructed so that in terms of the underlying regression
problem the true null features (the ones that are not included in the model) are in some sense indistinguish-
able from their knockoff copies. The procedure then assigns to each null hypothesis Hi : βi = 0 two test
statistics Zi, Z̃i which correspond to the point λ on the Lasso path [38] at which feature Xi, respectively, its
knockoff competition X̃i, first enters the model. The intuition here is that generally Zi > Z̃i for true model
features, whereas for null features, Zi and Z̃i are identically distributed.

While Barber and Candès’ knockoff construction is significantly more elaborate than that of the analo-
gous decoys in the spectrum-ID problem, knockoffs and decoys serve the same purpose in competition-based
FDR control. Moreover, following their work and the introduction of a more flexible formulation of the vari-
able selection problem in the model-X framework of Candés et al. [4], competition-based FDR control has
gained a lot of interest in the statistical and machine learning communities, where it has been applied to vari-
ous applications in biomedical research [39, 12, 32] and has been extended to work in conjunction with deep
neural networks [27] and time series data [11], as well as to work in a likelihood setting without requiring
the use of latent variables [36].

FDR control is a popular approach to the analysis of multiple testing. However, it should not be confused
with controlling the false discovery proportion (FDP). The latter is the proportion of true nulls among all
the rejected hypotheses (discoveries), and the FDR is its expectation (taken with respect to the true null
hypotheses). In particular, while controlling the FDR at level α, the FDP in any given sample can exceed
α. Thus, in practice, controlling the FDP is arguably more relevant than the FDR in most cases. Figure 1
provides examples from both the mass spectrometry (left) and feature selection from linear regression (right)
domains showing that while the FDR is controlled (left: α = 0.05 > 0.047 = FDP , right: α = 0.2 >
0.198 = FDP) the FDP can significantly exceed α.

When introducing the notion of FDR, Benjamini and Hochberg noted that, strictly speaking, the FDP
cannot be controlled at any non-trivial level [2]. Indeed, imagine that all the hypotheses are true nulls:
rejecting any hypothesis would then imply the FDP is 1. Nevertheless, some notion of controlling the FDP,
or false discovery exceedance (FDX) control, has been extensively studied in the canonical setup of multiple
hypothesis testing where p-values are available (e.g., [13, 14, 26]). An FDP-controlling procedure in this
context reports a list of discoveries with the guarantee that Q, the FDP among the reported discoveries, is
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Figure 1: Controlling the FDR does not imply controlling the FDP. (A) We applied TDC to control the FDR (at α = 0.05) among the peptides
detected in runs of the ISB18 data (see Section 5 for details). Because ISB18 comes from a controlled experiment we inferred the FDP for each
of those 900 TDC runs and generated the presented histogram. Note that the average of the FDP, FDP = 0.047, is indeed < α = 0.05. (B)
The histogram was generated by 1000 applications of the model-X knockoff procedure to select the relevant features in that many linear regression
models while controlling the FDR at α = 0.2 and noting the actual FDP among the selected features (see Section 5 for details). Note that
FDP = 0.198, is indeed < α = 0.2.

bounded by the threshold α with high confidence: P (Q > α) ≤ γ, where 1 − γ is our desired confidence
level.

Here we offer a practical procedure that rigorously controls the FDP in the target-decoy / knockoff com-
petition context (we mostly stick to the target-decoy terminology, but our analysis is also applicable to the
knockoffs). Specifically, given the desired confidence level 1−γ and the FDP threshold α (in addition to the
target and decoy scores) our novel “FDP stepdown” (FDP-SD) procedure yields a list of target discoveries
so that P (Q > α) ≤ γ. That is, when using FDP-SD the FDP can still be larger than the desired α; however,
now that probability is bounded by γ. Like TDC, FDP-SD’s reported discoveries consist of all target wins
among the top k scoring PSMs. FDP-SD also shares with TDC the use of the observed number of decoy
wins in the top scores to obtain a bound on the number of unobserved false target wins. Specifically, as
the “stepdown” in its name suggests, FDP-SD finds the rejection threshold by sequentially comparing the
number of decoy wins to pre-computed bounds and stopping with the first index for which the corresponding
bound is exceeded.

Katsevich and Ramdas very recently developed a general framework for obtaining simultaneous upper
confidence bounds on the FDP that applies to our competition based setup [21]. In particular, their approach
can be used to provide a competing procedure to FDP-SD which we refer to as FDP-KRB. In Section 5 we
provide extensive evidence that FDP-SD, which was independently developed, generally offers more power
than FDP-KRB, and often substantially so.

FDP-SD is available for download at https://github.com/uni-Arya/stepdownfdp.

2 The model

In this section we lay out the assumptions that our analysis relies on (see Supplementary Table 1 for a
summary of our notation). Let Hi (i = 1, . . . ,m) denote our m null hypotheses, e.g., in the spectrum-ID
problem Hi is “the ith PSM is incorrect,” and in the linear regression problem Hi is “the coefficient of the
ith feature is 0.” Associated with each Hi are two competing scores: a target/observed score Zi (the higher
the score the less likely Hi is) and a decoy/knockoff score Z̃i. For example, in the spectrum-ID problem Zi
(Z̃i) is the score of the optimal target (decoy) peptide match to the ith spectrum, whereas in linear regression
Zi (Z̃i) correspond to the point λ on the Lasso path at which the feature (its knockoff) entered the model.

3
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Adopting the notation of [9] we associate with each hypothesis a score Wi and a target/decoy-win label
Li. By default Wi = Zi ∨ Z̃i (i.e., the max of the two scores as in spectrum-ID) but as Barber and Candès
pointed out, other functions such as Wi = |Zi − Z̃i| can be considered as well. As for Li:

Li =


1 Zi > Z̃i (Hi corresponds to a target/original feature win)
0 Zi = Z̃i (tie, Hi is ignored)
−1 Zi < Z̃i (Hi corresponds to a decoy/knockoff win)

.

Because Hi is ignored if Li = 0 without loss of generality we assume that Li 6= 0 for all i.
Let N = {i : Hi is a true null} and note that while typically in the context of hypotheses testing N is

a constant, albeit unknown set, it is beneficial here to allow N to be a random set as well. Our fundamental
assumption is the following:

Assumption 1. Conditional on all the scores {Wi}i and all the false null labels {Li : i /∈ N}, the true nulls
are independently equally likely to be a target or a decoy win, i.e., the random variables (RVs) {Li : i ∈ N}
are conditionally independent uniform ±1 RVs.

Clearly, if the assumption holds then {Li : i ∈ N} are still independent uniform ±1 RVs after ordering
the hypotheses in decreasing order so that W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm.

Some specific competition paradigms that satisfy Assumption 1 include

• the theoretical model of TDC introduced by He et al. [18]: their assumptions of “equal chance” and
“independence” are an equivalent formulation of our assumption;

• the original FX (fixed design matrix X) knockoff scores construction of Barber and Candès [1]: see
Lemma 1.1 and its ensuing discussion, keeping in mind that our Wi is their |Wi| and Li is the sign of
their Wi; and

• the MX (random design matrix) knockoff scores of Candès et al. [4]: see Lemma 2 (same notation
comment as for FX).

• the spectrum-ID model proposed in [22, 23] and briefly described in Supplementary Section 7.2.

Our list of reported discoveries consists of all target wins among the top k scores for some k. Therefore,
without loss of generality we assume our hypotheses are ordered in decreasing order ofWi, and our goal is to
analyze the following random variables/processes (for i = 0 we set all counts to 0): Di =

∑i
j=1 1{Lj=−1}

(the number of decoy wins in the top i scores), Ti =
∑i

j=1 1{Lj=1} (the corresponding number of target
wins; no ties implies Di + Ti = i), and N t

i :=
∑i

j=1 1{Lj=1,j∈N} (the number of true null target wins in
the top i scores). With this notation, the FDP among all target wins in the top i scores is Qi = N t

i /(Ti ∨ 1).
While the spectrum-ID model is captured by Assumption 1, as noted in Supplementary Section 7.2,

there are a couple of features that are distinct to this problem. First, the set N of true null hypotheses is
random, and second, a false null (correct PSM) has to correspond to a target win. This is not the case in
general. For example, in the feature selection problem, a feature is a false null when its coefficient in the
regression model is not zero. It is possible for such a feature to have a lower score than its corresponding
knockoff and hence to be counted as a decoy win.

Finally, here we assumed that all target-decoy ties (Li = 0) are thrown out, but if instead we randomly
break ties then Assumption 1 still holds. In our practical analysis we randomly broke ties. Similarly, how the
Wi are sorted in case of ties should not matter as long as that ordering is independent of the corresponding
labels.
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3 Controlling the FDP

3.1 Katsevich and Ramdas’ approach to FDP control

A stochastic process {ξi}i∈I is a 1− γ upper prediction band for the random process Zi with i ∈ I ⊂ N if
P (∃i ∈ I : Zi > ξi) ≤ γ. Katsevich and Ramdas recently developed a general framework for constructing
such bands that, as they showed, can be specialized to construct an upper prediction band {ξi} on Vd := N t

id
(the number of true null target wins before the dth decoy win). As pointed out by Katsevich and Ramdas,
this band can be used to control the FDP by reporting all target wins among the top kKR scores, where

kKR = max {k ≤ m : ξDk+1/Tk ≤ α or k = 0} . (2)

We refer to this procedure, summarized as Algorithm 2 in Supplementary Section 7.3, as FDP-KRB.

3.2 FDP-SD: a novel approach to FDP control via stepdown

Originating in the canonical context where p-values are available, stepdown procedures work by sequentially
comparing the ith smallest p-value, p(i), against a precomputed bound δi. Specifically, the procedure looks
for kSD = max

{
i : p(j) ≤ δj for j = 1, 2, . . . , i

}
and rejects the corresponding kSD hypotheses [26].

FDP-SD is inspired by a stepdown procedure developed by Guo and Romano to control the FDP when
p-values are available [17]. Because we have no p-values in our competition context, we instead use the
number of decoy wins: FDP-SD sequentially goes through the hypotheses sorted in order of decreasing
scores, comparing the observed number of decoy wins Di with precomputed bounds δα,γ(i) that depend on
the desired FDP threshold α and the confidence level 1− γ.

The bounds δα,γ(i) are set to allow us to control the FDP when rejecting all target wins in the top i
scores for a fixed i. Specifically, imagine we report all target wins in the top i scores if Di ≤ δα,γ(i), and
otherwise we report none. Then δα,γ(i) should be sufficiently large so that regardless of the number of true
nulls among the top i scores, the probability that the FDP among our reported discoveries exceeds α is ≤ γ.
To ensure optimality of the bound we also require that the same cannot be guaranteed for any bound greater
than δα,γ(i). It is not difficult to show that this requires us to define δα,γ(i) as:

δα,γ(i) := max
{
d ∈ {−1, 0, 1, . . . , i} : FB(k(d)+d,1/2)(d) ≤ γ

}
, (3)

where k(d) = k(i, d) := b(i− d)αc+ 1 and FB(n,p)(·) denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of a binomial B(n, p) RV so FB(k(d)+d,1/2)(d) = P [B(k(d) + d, 1/2) ≤ d].

The intuition here is that if there are k(d) or more false (true null) discoveries, then the FDP exceeds α so
we make sure that the probability there were k(d) or more true null target wins is bounded by γ. The reason
we can do this is that the total number of true nulls in the top i scores is bounded by k(d) + d (it is exactly
this for the spectrum-ID problem) and each true null is independently equally likely to be a target or a decoy
win. Hence, the unobserved number of false target wins is stochastically bounded by a B(k(d) + d, 1/2)
RV.

Typically, δα,γ(i) = −1 for small values of i. Indeed, with i = 1 it is impossible to get any confidence
1 − γ > 1/2 that the corresponding hypothesis is not a true null target win. Therefore, we should only
compare Di with δα,γ(i) when the latter is ≥ 0. Using Lemma 2 in Supplementary Section 7.4, which
shows that FB(k(d)+d,1/2)(d) is increasing in d ≤ i, it is easy to see that with

i0 = i0(α, γ) := max{1, d(dlog2 (1/γ)e − 1) /αe}, (4)

i ≥ i0 if and only if δα,γ(i) ≥ 0. Note also that for a fixed α and γ, δα,γ(i) is non-decreasing in i.
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After computing i0 FDP-SD finds

kFDP-SD = max
{
i :

i∏
j=i0

1Dj≤δα,γ(j) = 1 or i = 0
}
, (5)

where 1A is the indicator of the event A, and it reports the TkFDP-SD target discoveries (wins) among the
top kFDP-SD scores. The following theorem guarantees that the FDP-SD procedure, which is summarized in
Supplementary Section 7.3, controls the FDP.

Theorem 1. With kFDP-SD defined as in (5) let QFDP-SD be the FDP among the TkFDP-SD target wins in the
top kFDP-SD scores. Then P (QFDP-SD > α) ≤ γ.

The proof, inspired by that of Theorem 3.2 of [17], is given in Supplementary Section 7.4.
The bounds δα,γ that FDP-SD relies on are computed in (3) using binomial CDFs. Because the binomial

distribution is discrete it is typically impossible to find a d for which FB(k(d)+d,1/2)(d) ≤ γ holds with
equality. As a result, FDP-SD typically attains a higher confidence level than required: P (QFDP-SD > α) <
γ. We address this issue by introducing a more powerful, randomized version of FDP-SD in Supplementary
Section 7.3. The proof that the randomized version still rigorously controls the FDP is similar to the proof
of Theorem 1 so it is skipped here.

4 Extension and Limitation

4.1 Extending FDP-SD to utilize multiple decoys

Emery et al. recently developed FDR-controlling procedures for the setup where we have d > 1 decoys
for each hypothesis [9]. Using their framework, which is applicable when the decoys are independently
generated, as well as when they satisfy a weaker exchangeability condition [9, Supplementary Section 6.13],
we can extend FDP-SD to take advantage of multiple decoys in a fairly straightforward manner.

Indeed, assume that associated with each of the m hypotheses are d decoys. Let d1 := d + 1 and let
c = ic/d1 and λ = iλ/d1 with ic, iλ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} be the target and decoy win thresholds (here we regard
these thresholds as predetermined tuning parameters and reserve the question of how to set them for future
research).

Let ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1} be the rank of the target score in the combined list of the target and all decoy scores
associated with hypothesis Hi (with higher ranks corresponding to larger scores). As usual, we break any
ties among the scores at random. Define the label Li associated with Hi by

Li :=


1 if ri ≥ d1 − ic + 1
0 if ri ∈ (d1 − iλ, d1 − ic + 1)
−1 if ri ≤ d1 − iλ

. (6)

In words, if the rank of the target score is among the top ic ranks (top (100 · c)% ranks) we label Hi as a
target win, whereas if the target rank is among the bottom d1− iλ ranks (bottom [100 · (1− λ)]% ranks) we
label Hi as a decoy win. Otherwise, we ignore Hi for the rest of the procedure, labeling it with Li = 0.

Define the winning score Wi to be the sth
i highest ranked score for hypothesis Hi, where

si :=


ri if Li = 1
ui if Li = 0
ϕ(ri) if Li = −1

. (7)

Here, ui is a (uniformly chosen) random element of {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}, and ϕ : {1, . . . , d1 − iλ} →
{d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} is a map of losing ranks (those for which Li = −1) into winning ranks (those for
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which Li = 1). In words, (7) says that if we have a target-winning hypothesis (that is, Li = 1), the winning
score is the target score; otherwise, the winning score is one of the decoy scores among the winning ranks.
The mapping ϕ, which we do not define here, is constructed so that assuming for example that the decoys
are independently generated, the rank ri of a true null target score is distributed uniformly in {1, . . . , d1}.
The formal definition of this mapping is given in [9] but two common choices are the max mapping, ϕ ≡ d1,
and the mirror mapping, ϕ(j) = d1 − j + 1. Note that this extends the single decoy case, where a truly
null hypothesis is required to be a target or decoy win with equal probability (in this case there is only one
possible mapping function).

Once we labeled the hypotheses and computed the winning scores, we apply a slightly generalized
version of FDP-SD that is adapted to make use of the multiple decoys (see Algorithm 5 and its randomized
version, Algorithm 6, in the supplement).

The proof that, for a predetermined choice of c and λ, both these procedures control the FDP in the
resulting list of discoveries is almost identical to that of Theorem 1. The key difference is that the probability
of observing a decoy-winning true null, given that it was counted, is no longer 1/2, as in the single decoy
case, but instead

R = R(c, λ) :=
1− λ

c+ 1− λ
.

4.2 Non-Admissibility of FDP-SD

In Section 5 below we demonstrate that FDP-SD is generally more powerful than FDP-KRB and hence,
to the best of our knowledge, it is generally the optimal tool for controlling the FDP in the knockoff/TDC
setup. Still, we next provide evidence that even the randomized version of FDP-SD could potentially be
further improved. Specifically, we show that there exists a valid FDP-controlling procedure M that uni-
formly improves on the latter: it never returns fewer discoveries than the randomized FDP-SD and there
exists a specific setup in which it returns more discoveries with positive probability. In that sense even the
randomized FDP-SD is non-admissible.

We define the procedure M as follows: it agrees with FDP-SD except when m = 21, α = 0.1, and
γ = 0.25, and the labels Li corresponding to the decreasing winning scores Wi satisfy L20 = −1 and
Li = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 19, 21. In this scenario M reports all 20 target wins as discoveries, i.e., with kM
denotingM’s cutoff, kM = 21 in this case.

If we let kr-FDP-SD denote the cutoff of the randomized FDP-SD, then clearly kr-FDP-SD ≤ kM always
holds. Moreover, it is easy to see that given the same set of labels (which, for example, is attained with
positive probability if all hypotheses are true nulls) kr-FDP-SD = 19 < 21 = kM with positive probability
(indeed, δ̄20 = 0 with probability 2/3 as per Algorithm 4 in the Supplementary).

Finally, recall that M only differs from the randomized FDP-SD when L20 = −1 and Li = 1 for
i = 1, . . . , 19, 21 and δ̄20 = 0. If N19, the number of true nulls among the top scoring 19 hypotheses, is≥ 2
then in this scenario we already have Qkr-FDP-SD = Q19 > α. Conversely, N19 ≤ 1 in which case the number
of null target wins thatM reports in this scenario is bounded by 2, and as it reports 20 target discoveries,
QM = Q21 ≤ α. Thus, the FDP inM’s list of discoveries exceeds α only when the same applies to the
randomized FDP-SD and since the latter controls the FDP so doesM.

5 Applications to Real and Simulated Data

To evaluate the procedures presented here we looked at their performance on simulated and real data where
competition-based FDR control is already an established practice: simulated spectrum-ID and peptide de-
tection in mass spectrometry (Supplementary Section 7.2), feature selection in linear regression, and a pre-
viously published application of the knockoff methodology to genome-wide association studies (GWAS). In
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each case our model, and specifically Assumption 1, either explicitly holds or is believed to be a reasonable
approximation.

The spectrum-ID model is presented in Supplementary Section 7.2. Here we used a variant of this model
described in [24] for which, as explained in Supplementary Section 7.5, Assumption 1 is only approximately
valid: for native spectra there is a slightly larger chance that a true null will be a decoy win (which creates
a slightly conservative — and hence not overly concerning — bias). We generated simulated instances of
the spectrum-ID problem using both calibrated and uncalibrated scores while varying m, the number of
spectra, among 500, 2k, and 10k and varying π0, the proportion of foreign spectra, among 0.2, 0.5 and
0.8. For each of these 18 data-parameter combinations we randomly drew 40K instances of simulated
target and decoy PSM scores, as described in Supplementary Section 7.5. We then applied the considered
FDR/FDP-controlling procedures to each simulated set with FDR/FDP thresholds of α = 1%, 5%, and 10%,
and confidence levels 100(1− γ) = 95% and 99%.

As mentioned in Section 2, our model, and therefore our procedures, apply to controlling the FDR in
variable selection via knockoffs. Hence, we looked at the very first example of Tutorial 1 of “Controlled
variable Selection with Model-X Knockoffs” ( “Variable Selection with Knockoffs”) [4]. Specifically, we
repeated the following sequence of operations 1000 times: we randomly drew a normally-distributed 1000×
1000 design matrix and generated a response vector using only 60 of the 1000 variables while keeping all
other parameters the same as in the online example (amplitude=4.5, ρ=0.25, Σ is a Toeplitz matrix whose
dth diagonal is ρd−1). We then computed the model-X knockoff scores (taking a negative score as a decoy
win and a positive score as a target win) and applied all the procedures at FDR/FDP levels α ∈ {0.1, 0.2}
and confidence levels of 1− γ ∈ {0.90, 0.95}.

Our GWAS example is taken from [21], which in turn is based on data made publicly available by Sesia
et al. [34]. The goal of this analysis was to identify genomic loci (the features) that are significant factors
in the expression of each of the eight traits that were analyzed (the dependent variables). The raw data
was taken from the UK Biobank [3] and transformed to a regression problem by Sesia et al., who then
created knockoff statistics [34]. We downloaded the scores using the functions download_KZ_data and
read_KZ_data defined in Katsevich and Ramdas’ UKBB utils.R. Consistent with the latter, we applied
TDC with α = 0.1 and computed upper prediction bounds using γ = 0.05, whereas the FDP controlling
procedures used γ = 0.05 and α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}.

When applying the procedures to our datasets we specifically looked at which of the two methods for
controlling the FDP — FDP-KRB, and the novel FDP-SD (here we used the randomized version described
in Supplementary Section 7.3) — generally delivers the most discoveries.

The left panel of Figure 2 shows that in the spectrum-ID simulation FDP-KRB’s median power never
exceeds that of FDP-SD with a typical power loss of about 7% compared with the latter. We see similar
results in the GWAS example: Figure 3 (top-left) shows that for α = 0.05 FDP-SD yields the larger number
of discoveries for all 8 traits with FDP-KRB typically yielding only 0-50% of the number reported by FDP-
SD. For α = 0.1, 0.2 (middle and bottom left panels) the results are a little more mixed: for three of the
16 trait-parameters combinations FDP-SD loses to FDP-KRB, but for the other 13 FDP-SD yields more
discoveries and typically by a wide margin. In our linear regression data for all parameter combinations
FDP-SD again reports more discoveries than FDP-KRB (Figure 4).

In terms of how much power is given up when controlling the FDP using FDP-SD vs. controlling the
FDR using TDC, the bottom-left panel of Figure 2 shows in the spectrum-ID dataset that the median power
loss is 3.6% when using γ = 0.05, and it is 5.7% when using γ = 0.01. In the GWAS example we see wide
variations in terms of power loss, depending on the trait-parameters combination: Figure 3 (right column).
A similar variability is observed in the linear regression dataset (Figure 4): compare the violet mark in the
TDC column with the green (γ = 0.05) and violet (γ = 0.1) marks in FDP-SD’s column, as well as the
TDC’s cyan mark with the corresponding red (γ = 0.05) and cyan (γ = 0.1) marks of FDP-SD.

We also examined, using real data, the performance of FDP-SD in the peptide detection problem. Specif-
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Figure 2: Simulated spectrum-ID: power loss relative to FDP-SD and relative to TDC.
Left: for each of the 108 combinations of calibrated/uncalibrated scores with m ∈ {500, 2k, 10k}, π0 ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}, α ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1},
and γ ∈ {0.01, 0.05}, we noted the median of the loss in power when using FDP-KRB compared with using FDP-SD. The median was taken over
40K samples, and the relative loss is defined as 1 − (T ′FDP-KRB + 10−12)/(T ′FDP-SD + 10−12), where T ′FDP-* is the number of true discoveries
reported by the method. Notably FDP-SD’s median number of discoveries is never smaller than that of FDP-KRB across all 108 data-parameters
combinations. The median of the 108 median power losses of FDP-KRB is 6.8%.
Right: using the same randomly generated data data we noted the median of the loss in power when using FDP-SD (with confidence
γ ∈ {0.01, 0.05}) to control the FDP compared with using TDC to control the FDR at the same level α. The medians of the two sets of 54 median
power losses (108 combinations split according to the confidence parameter γ) are: 5.7% (γ = 0.01) and 3.6% (γ = 0.05).

ically, we used the same methodology as described in [9] — recapped here in Supplementary Section 7.6
— for detecting peptides in the ISB18 data set [25]. This process generated 900 sets of paired target and
decoy scores assigned to each peptide in our database. We then applied TDC and FDP-SD to each of these
900 sets using an FDR/FDP threshold of α = 5%, and confidence level of 100(1 − γ) = 95%. We relied
on the controlled nature of the experiment that generated the ISB18 data to estimate the FDP in each case
(Supplementary Section 7.6).

Even though our model is just an approximation of the real peptide detection problem, FDP-SD’s FDP
exceeded α in only 36/900, or 4% of the samples, which is less than the allowed error rate of γ = 0.05. Ad-
ditionally, Figure 5 shows how the relative power loss associated with using FDP-SD is distributed across the
900 samples (median power loss is 6.7%). For reference, the distribution of TDC’s FDP in this experiment
is given in Figure 1 (left).

Finally, it is instructive to look at what happens in the spectrum-ID problem when we vary m while
keeping the other parameters constant (α = 0.05, γ = 0.05, π0 = 0.5). Supplementary Figure 6 shows
that, as expected, increasing m yields diminished variability in TDC’s FDP (top row). At the same time
the power loss associated with FDP-SD’s increased confidence also diminishes (middle row). A similar
evolution is observed in Supplementary Figure 7 as we decrease π0 while keeping all other parameters the
same (α = 0.05, γ = 0.05,m =2K). This is not surprising because increasing m and decreasing π0 have
the same effect of increasing the number of discoveries.
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Figure 3: Power of FDP controlling procedures in the GWAS example. For each of the 8 investigated traits the left column panels describe
the relative power of FDP-KRB and FDP-SD defined as the ratio of the number of genomic loci the method discovers (averaged over 1K runs for
FDP-SD), while controlling the FDP, over the number reported by the optimal method for that trait-parameters combination (indicated below the
trait). The confidence level was fixed at 1 − γ = 0.95 and we varied the FDP/FDR threshold: α = 0.05 (top row), α = 0.1 (middle row),
and α = 0.2 (bottom row). The right column panels show the power loss when controlling the FDP (confidence 1 − γ = 0.95) using FDP-SD
vs. controlling the FDR (same α) using TDC, where we varied the FDP/FDR threshold: α = 0.05 (top row), α = 0.1 (middle row), and α = 0.2
(bottom row).
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Figure 5: Relative power loss in detected peptides when control-
ling the FDP instead of the FDR (ISB18). The distribution of the
relative loss in power (number of correctly detected peptides) when
using FDP-SD to control the FDP at level α = 0.05 with 95% con-
fidence compared with using TDC to control the FDR at the same
α. The median power loss among 900 samples was 6.7%.

6 Discussion

FDP-SD was developed to address the gap between controlling the FDR and the FDP in a competition-based
setup. In practice, this difference can be substantial, particularly when the list of discoveries is not very large.
Our procedure was developed independently of the recent work of Katsevich and Ramdas [21]. The latter
provides a much more general framework that can be applied to produce an alternative to FDP-SD, but as
we show here, our more focused approach provides a non-trivial advantage.

Another related work is by Janson and Su who, while focusing on k-FWER control (i.e., no more than
k false discoveries), suggest how one can use their approach to gain control of the FDP (FDX-control) [19].
However, two of their suggestions are computationally impractical while the third is based on the Romano-
Wolf heuristic [33] rather than rigorously proved. Interestingly, we believe that a simple variation on that
heuristic yields FDP-SD, which we propose and rigorously establish the validity of (Section 3.2).

Complexity-wise, FDP-SD requires sorted data, but beyond that it is linear; hence, its runtime complex-
ity is O(m logm).

In terms of future research there are a couple of avenues we would like to explore. First, we showed
how to extend FDP-SD so that it can control the FDP while taking advantage of multiple decoys using a
pre-determined choice of c and λ. However, as shown by Emery et al. in the context of FDR control the
choice of c and λ can greatly affect the power of the procedure. This suggests we can similarly benefit from
such optimization when controlling the FDP.

Second, we provided a somewhat contrived procedure that outperforms FDP-SD while still controlling
the FDP by improving on the latter in a very specific scenario. We would like to explore whether FDP-
SD can be improved upon in a more systematic way including considering the general approach to such
questions that was recently proposed by Goeman et al. [15].
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7 Supplementary Material

7.1 Notations and Abbreviations

Variable Definition
m the number of hypotheses (e.g., PSMs, features, peptides)
α the FDR/FDP threshold
γ 1− γ is the confidence level
N the set of indices of the true null hypotheses (unobserved, could be a random set)
σi a (virtual) spectrum
Xi the score of the match between σi and its “generating peptide”
Yi the score of the best match to σi in the target database minus the generating peptide (if it exists)
Zi the target score (observed, the higher the score the less likelyHi is, max{Xi, Yi} in simulated spectrumID)
Z̃i decoy/knockoff score (generated by the user, the score of the best match to σi in the decoy database in

simulated spectrumID)
Li with values in {−1, 1} the target/decoy win labels (assigned, ties are randomly broken or the corresponding

hypotheses are dropped)
Wi the winning score (assigned, WLOG assumed in decreasing order)
Di the number of decoy wins in the top i scores
Ti the number of target wins in the top i scores
Nt
i the number of true null target wins in the top i scores

T ′i the number of true/correct discoveries in the top i scores (T ′i = Ti −Nt
i )

Qi the FDP among the target wins in the top i scores
Vd the number of true null target wins before the dth decoy win.

Table 1: Commonly used notations and their definitions.

Abbreviation Definition
MS/MS Tandem Mass Spectrometry
PSM Peptide-Spectrum Match (the match between a spectrum and its best matching database peptide)
spectrum-ID Spectrum Identification (the problem of matching spectra to the peptides that generated them)
RV Random Variable
FDP False Discovery Proportion (the proportion of the discoveries which is false - a RV)
FDX False Discovery Exceedance (an alternative term for FDP-control that is used in the literature)
FDR False Discovery Rate (the expected value of the FDP taken with respect to the true nulls)
TDC Target Decoy Competition (canonical approach to FDR control)
FDP-SD FDP-Stepdown (our recommended new procedure to control the FDP)
FDP-KRB FDP-Katsevich and Ramdas Band (an alternative new FDP-controlling procedure based on the Katsevich

and Ramdas band)
GWAS Genome-Wide Association Studies (here referring to a specific analysis of 8 traits using Biobank data)

Table 2: Commonly used abbreviations/names and their definitions.
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7.2 Brief background on shotgun proteomics and the spectrum-ID model

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) currently provides the most efficient means of studying proteins in a
high-throughput fashion. As such, MS/MS is the driving technology for much of the rapidly growing field
of proteomics — the large scale study of proteins. Proteins are the primary functional molecules in living
cells, and knowledge of the protein complement in a cellular population provides insight into the functional
state of the cells. Thus, MS/MS can be used to functionally characterize cell types, differentiation stages,
disease states, or species-specific differences.

In a “shotgun proteomics” MS/MS experiment, the proteins that are extracted from a complex biological
sample are not measured directly. For technical reasons, the proteins are first digested into shorter chains of
amino acids called “peptides.” The peptides are then run through the mass spectrometer, in which distinct
peptide sequences generate corresponding spectra. A typical 30-minute MS/MS experiment will generate
approximately 18,000 such spectra. Canonically, each observed spectrum is generated by a single peptide.
Thus, the first goals of the downstream analysis are to identify which peptide generated each of the observed
spectra (the spectrum-ID problem mentioned above) and to determine which peptides and which proteins
were present in the sample (the peptide/protein detection problems).

In each of those three problems the canonical approach to determine the list of discoveries is by con-
trolling the FDR through some form of target-decoy competition. One reason this approach was adopted,
rather than relying on standard methods for control of the FDR such as the procedures by Benjamini and
Hochberg [2] or Storey [35], is that the latter require sufficiently informative p-values and, initially, no
such p-values were computed in this context (using the decoys we can always assign a “1-bit p-value” to
the hypotheses but those are not informative enough to obtain effective results using the latter procedures).
Moreover, the proteomics dataset typically consist of both “native” spectra (those for which their generat-
ing peptide is in the target database) and “foreign” spectra (those for which it is not). These two types of
spectra create different types of false positives, implying that we typically cannot apply the standard FDR
controlling procedures to the spectrum-ID problem even if we are able to compute p-values [23].

A simple model that captures the distinction between native and foreign spectra and which here we refer
to as “the spectrum-ID model” is described in [22, 23]. Briefly, each virtual “spectrum” σi is associated with
three randomly drawn scores: the score Xi of the match between σi and its generating peptide, the score Yi
of the best match to σi in the target database minus the generating peptide (if σi is native), and the score Z̃i
of the best match to σi in the decoy database. The three scores are drawn independently of one another as
well as of the corresponding scores of all other spectra. More specifically, Yi and Z̃i are sampled from a null
distribution (which can be spectrum-specific), whereas Xi is sampled from an alternative distribution for a
native σi, and Xi is set to −∞ for a foreign σi. The target PSM score is Zi = Xi ∨ Yi, where x∨ y denotes
max{x, y}, and the decoy PSM score is Z̃i. Finally, the PSM is incorrect when Yi ∨ Z̃i > Xi.

Notably, conditional on the scores Xi, this model satisfies Assumption 1 from the main paper: con-
ditional on the PSM being incorrect (Yi ∨ Z̃i > Xi) it is easy to see that P (Yi > Z̃i) = P (Yi < Z̃i)
independently of everything else. That said, it is worth pointing out a couple of features that are distinct to
this setup. First, the set N of true null hypotheses is random because it depends on the decoy scores Z̃i (as
well as on the random target scores Yi): by definition a PSM is incorrect if Yi ∨ Z̃i > Xi. Second, a false
null (correct PSM) has to correspond to a target win. This is not the case in general. For example, in the
feature selection problem, a feature is a false null when its coefficient in the regression model is not zero. It
is possible for such a feature to have a lower score than its corresponding knockoff and hence to be counted
as a decoy win.

7.3 Procedures in Algorithmic Format
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Algorithm 1: TDC

Input:

I an FDR threshold α;

I a list of labels Li = ±1 where 1 indicates a target win and −1 a decoy win (sorted so that the
corresponding scores Wi are in decreasing order: W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:

I an index kTDC specifying that target wins in the top kTDC hypotheses are discoveries;

For i = 0 to m let:

Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};

Ti := i−Di;

M := {k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : (Dk + 1)/Tk ≤ α};

If M = ∅ then:

return kTDC := 0;

else:

return kTDC := max(M);
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Algorithm 2: FDP-KRB

Input:

I an FDP threshold α;

I a confidence parameter γ (for a 1− γ confidence level);

I a list of labels Li = ±1 where 1 indicates a target win and −1 a decoy win (sorted so that the
corresponding scores Wi are in decreasing order: W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:

I an index kKR specifying that target wins in the top kKR hypotheses are discoveries;

C := − log(γ)/ log(2− γ);
For i = 1 to m let:

Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};
Ti := i−Di;

M := {k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : [C(Dk + 1)]/Tk ≤ α};
If M = ∅ then:

return kKR := 0;
else:

return kKR := max(M);
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Algorithm 3: FDP-SD

Input:

I an FDP threshold α;

I a confidence parameter γ (for a 1− γ confidence level);

I a list of labels Li = ±1 where 1 indicates a target win and −1 a decoy win (sorted so that the
corresponding scores Wi are in decreasing order: W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:

I an index kFDP-SD specifying that target wins in the top kFDP-SD hypotheses are discoveries;

i0 := max{1, d(dlog2 (1/γ)e − 1) /αe};

For i = i0 to m let:

Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};

δi := max
{
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i} : FB(b(i−d)αc+1+d,1/2)(d) ≤ γ

}
where FB(n,p) denotes the CDF

of a binomial B(n, p) RV;

If Di0 ≤ δi0 then:

return kFDP-SD := max {i ∈ {i0, . . . ,m} : Dj ≤ δj for all j = i0, i0 + 1, . . . , i};

else:

return kFDP-SD := 0;
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Algorithm 4: FDP-SD (randomized)

Input:
I an FDP threshold α;

I a confidence parameter γ (for a 1− γ confidence level);

I a list of labels Li = ±1 where 1 indicates a target win and −1 a decoy win (sorted so that the corresponding
scores Wi are in decreasing order: W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:
I an index kr-FDP-SD specifying that target wins in the top kr-FDP-SD hypotheses are discoveries;

i0 := max{1, d(dlog2 (1/γ)e − 1) /αe};
For i = i0 to m let:

Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};
δi := max

{
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i} : FB(b(i−d)αc+1+d,1/2)(d) ≤ γ

}
where FB(n,p) denotes the CDF of a binomial

B(n, p) RV;

Set i := i0 and δi0−1 := −1 and δ̄i0−1 = 0;
While i ≤ m let:

k0 := b(i− δi) · αc+ 1;
k1 := b((i− (δi + 1)) · αc+ 1;
p0 := FB(k0+δi,1/2)(δi);
p1 := FB(k1+δi+1,1/2)(δi + 1);
wi := (p1 − γ)/(p1 − p0);
If δ̄i−1 = δi + 1 then:

δ̄i := δ̄i−1;
else:

If δi > δi−1 then:
w′ := wi

else:
w′ := wi/wi−1;

Randomly set δ̄i := δi or δ̄i := δi + 1 with probabilities w′ and 1− w′ respectively;
If Di ≤ δ̄i then:

i 7→ i+ 1;
else:

break;

If Di0 ≤ δ̄i0 then:
return kr-FDP-SD := i− 1;

else:
return kr-FDP-SD := 0;
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Algorithm 5: FDP-SD (multiple decoys)

Input:

I an FDP threshold α;

I a confidence parameter γ (for a 1− γ confidence level);

I d0 competing decoys;

I competition parameters c = ic/(d0 + 1) and λ = iλ/(d0 + 1) for ic, iλ ∈ {1, . . . , d0};

I a list of labels Li ∈ {−1, 0, 1} where 1 indicates a target win, −1 a decoy win and 0 an
uncounted hypothesis (sorted so that the corresponding scores Wi are decreasing:
W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:

I an index kFDP-SDm specifying that target wins in the top kFDP-SDm hypotheses are discoveries;

R := (1− λ)/(c+ 1− λ);

i0 := max{1, d
(
dlog1−R(γ)e − 1

)
/αe};

For i = i0 to m let:

Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};

δi := max
{
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i} : FB(b(i−d)αc+1+d,R)(d) ≤ γ

}
where FB(n,p) denotes the CDF

of a binomial B(n, p) RV;

If Di0 ≤ δi0 then:

return kFDP-SDm := max {i ∈ {i0, . . . ,m} : Dj ≤ δj for all j = i0, i0 + 1, . . . , i};

else:

return kFDP-SDm := 0;
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Algorithm 6: FDP-SD (multiple decoys, randomized)

Input:
I an FDP threshold α;

I a confidence parameter γ (for a 1− γ confidence level);

I d0 competing decoys;

I competition parameters c = ic/(d0 + 1) and λ = iλ/(d0 + 1) for ic, iλ ∈ {1, . . . , d0};
I a list of labels Li ∈ {−1, 0, 1} where 1 indicates a target win, −1 a decoy win and 0 an uncounted hypothesis

(sorted so that the corresponding scores Wi are decreasing: W1 ≥W2 ≥ · · · ≥Wm);

Output:

I an index kr-FDP-SDm specifying that target wins in the top kr-FDP-SDm hypotheses are discoveries;

R := (1− λ)/(c+ 1− λ);
i0 := max{1, d

(
dlog1−R(γ)e − 1

)
/αe};

For i = i0 to m let:
Di be the number of −1’s in {L1, . . . , Li};
δi := max

{
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i} : FB(b(i−d)αc+1+d,R)(d) ≤ γ

}
where FB(n,p) denotes the CDF of a binomial

B(n, p) RV;

Set i := i0 and δi0−1 := −1 and δ̄i0−1 = 0;
While i ≤ m let:

k0 := b(i− δi) · αc+ 1;
k1 := b((i− (δi + 1)) · αc+ 1;
p0 := FB(k0+δi,R)(δi);
p1 := FB(k1+δi+1,R)(δi + 1);
wi := (p1 − γ)/(p1 − p0);
If δ̄i−1 = δi + 1 then:

δ̄i := δ̄i−1;
else:

If δi > δi−1 then:
w′ := wi

else:
w′ := wi/wi−1;

Randomly set δ̄i := δi or δ̄i := δi + 1 with probabilities w′ and 1− w′ respectively;
If Di ≤ δ̄i then:

i 7→ i+ 1;
else:

break;

If Di0 ≤ δ̄i0 then:
return kr-FDP-SDm := i− 1;

else:
return kr-FDP-SDm := 0;
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7.4 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. To simplify notation, let τ = kFDP-SD and δi = δα,γ(i). Denote the number of target-winning false
nulls (i.e., correct target discoveries) among the top i scores by

Ati := Ti −N t
i ,

and the number of those which are decoy-winning by

Adi :=
i∑

j=1

1{Lj=−1,j /∈N}.

Let Ai := Adi + Ati be the total number of false nulls among the top i scores and IA := {1, . . . ,m} \N be
the set of non-null indices.

By the law of total probability, it is enough to prove that FDP-SD controls the FDP for a fixed collection
of winning scores and fixed positions and labels of the false nulls. Thus, assume that it is given Wi (in
decreasing order: W1 ≥ · · · ≥Wm) and {Li : i ∈ IA}. Note that, by Assumption 1, given such information,
the true null labels {Li : i ∈ N} are i.i.d. uniform ±1 RVs.

Let
M := {i ∈ N : i0 ≤ i ≤ m and i−Ati − δi > α(i− δi)}.

If M 6= ∅, define j := minM ; otherwise, set j := ∞. Since the labels and positions of the false nulls are
fixed, we have that Ati and Adi are fixed, and therefore, so too is j. We first consider the case where j is
finite.

Lemma 1. Let Qτ be the FDP in the list of discoveries resulting from FDP-SD. If Qτ > α and j <∞ then
τ ≥ j.

Proof. If Qτ > α, then τ ≥ i0 > 0. As the procedure ended on index τ , either τ = m ≥ j and the
conclusion follows, or τ < m and Dτ+1 > δτ+1 whilst Dτ ≤ δτ . Since δi ≤ δi+1, it follows that
Dτ ≤ δτ ≤ δτ+1 < Dτ+1. But all terms in this string of inequalities are integers and 0 ≤ Dτ+1 −Dτ ≤ 1.
Therefore, Dτ = δτ = δτ+1. In particular, if Qτ > α then

α < Qτ =
τ −Atτ −Dτ

τ −Dτ
=
τ −Atτ − δτ
τ − δτ

,

giving τ ∈M , and thus, τ ≥ j = minM .

Remark 1. We note from the proof that if τ < m and Qτ > α then τ ∈M 6= ∅. In particular, if j =∞ and
Qτ > α then it must be the case that τ = m.

Assuming that j <∞, it follows that {Qτ > α} ⊆ {τ ≥ j}, and since

{τ ≥ j} =

j⋂
i=i0

{Di ≤ δi} ⊆ {Dj ≤ δj},

it suffices to show P (Dj ≤ δj) ≤ γ.
Still assuming j <∞, (j − δj)α < j −Atj − δj by definition. In particular,

k(δj) := b(j − δj)αc+ 1 ≤ j −Atj − δj ,

and therefore, k(δj) + δj ≤ j −Atj .
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By definition of δj ,
FB(k(δj)+δj ,

1
2
)(δj) ≤ γ.

The CDF of a Binomial(n, p) decreases with n, so the last two inequalities imply that

FB(j−Atj ,
1
2
)(δj) ≤ FB(k(δj)+δj ,

1
2
)(δj) ≤ γ. (8)

Note that the number of true nulls among the top j hypotheses is the fixed quantity j − Aj . Recall,
by Assumption 1, the labels of those true nulls are i.i.d. uniform ±1 RVs. Hence, Nd

j , the number of
decoy-winning true nulls in the top j scores, follows a Binomial(j −Aj , 12) distribution, and thus,

P (Dj ≤ δj) = P (Nd
j +Adj ≤ δj) = P (Nd

j ≤ δj −Adj ) = FB(j−Aj , 12 )
(δj −Adj ). (9)

Remark 2. Note that for k, l,m, n ∈ N with l ≥ n,

FB(m,p)(k) ≤ FB(n+m,p)(l + k).

Indeed, if there are ≤ k successes in the first m trials then there will be ≤ n + k ≤ l + k successes in all
n+m trials.

From Lemma 1, (8), (9) and the last remark, we conclude that

P (Qτ > α) ≤ P (Dj ≤ δj)
= FB(j−Aj , 12 )

(δj −Adj )

= FB(j−Atj−Adj ,
1
2
)(δj −A

d
j )

≤ FB(j−Atj ,
1
2
)(δj)

≤ γ,

thus establishing that, when j <∞, FDP-SD controls the FDP with confidence 1− γ.
Next, consider the case when M = ∅ (equivalently, j = ∞). As noted in Remark 1, if τ < m and

Qτ > α, then τ ∈ M , resulting in a contradiction. Therefore, when M = ∅ and Qτ > α, τ must equal m,
which in turn implies that Dm ≤ δm. Hence,

{Qτ > α,M = ∅} = {Dm ≤ δm, Qτ > α, τ = m,M = ∅} ⊆ {Dm ≤ δm, Qm > α,M = ∅}.

Since

Qm =
m−Atm −Dm

m−Dm
,

and Qm > α, it follows that (m−Dm)α < m−Atm −Dm and

b(m−Dm)αc+ 1 ≤ m−Atm −Dm.

Therefore, assuming M = ∅,

P (Qτ > α) ≤P (Dm ≤ δm, Qm > α)

≤P
[
Dm ≤ δm, b(m−Dm)αc+ 1 ≤ m−Atm −Dm

]
.

(10)

With
k(m, d) := b(m− d)αc+ 1,

denote
p(m, d) := FB(k(m,d)+d, 1

2
)(d).

To express the event Dm ≤ δm in terms of p(m, d), the following lemma is necessary.
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Lemma 2. Let d and d′ be integers such that 0 ≤ d ≤ d′ ≤ m. Then, p(m, d) ≤ p(m, d′).

Proof. Note that for x, y ∈ R, byc − bxc ≤ dy − xe, hence for d ≤ d′

0 ≤ k(m, d)− k(m, d′) = b(m− d)αc − b(m− d′)αc
≤ d(m− d)α− (m− d′)αe
= d(d′ − d)αe
≤ d′ − d.

Therefore,
0 ≤ [k(m, d′) + d′]− [k(m, d) + d] ≤ d′ − d.

It follows from Remark 2 that

p(m, d) = FB(k(m,d)+d, 1
2
)(d)

≤ FB(k(m,d′)+d′, 1
2
)(d
′)

= p(m, d′).

Corollary 3. For d ∈ N with d ≤ m, p(m, d) ≤ p(m, δm) if and only if d ≤ δm, if and only if p(m, d) ≤ γ.

Proof. The equivalences follow immediately from the last lemma and the fact that, by definition, δm =
max{d ∈ {−1, 0, . . . ,m} : p(m, d) ≤ γ}.

Thus, continuing from (10),

P (Qτ > α) ≤ P
[
p(m,Dm) ≤ γ , k(m,Dm) +Dm ≤ m−Atm

]
.

Note that for n, d ∈ N such that n ≥ k(m, d) + d,

p(m, d) = FB(k(m,d)+d, 1
2
)(d) ≥ FB(n, 1

2
)(d).

So in this case,
{p(m, d) ≤ γ} ⊆ {FB(n, 1

2
)(d) ≤ γ}.

It follows that with n = m−Atm and d = Dm

P (Qτ > α) ≤ P
[
p(m,Dm) ≤ γ , k(m,Dm) +Dm ≤ m−Atm

]
≤ P

[
FB(m−Atm, 12 )

(Dm) ≤ γ , k(m,Dm) +Dm ≤ m−Atm
]

≤ P
[
FB(m−Atm, 12 )

(Dm) ≤ γ
]
.

By Remark 2,
FB(m−Atm−Adm, 12 )

(Dm −Adm) ≤ FB(m−Atm, 12 )
(Dm).

Therefore,
P (Qτ > α) ≤ P

[
FB(m−Atm−Adm, 12 )

(Dm −Adm) ≤ γ
]
.

Recall that Atm and Adm are fixed. Hence, by assumption, X := Dm − Adm possesses a binomial B(m −
Atm −Adm, 12) distribution, and FX := FB(m−Atm−Adm, 12 )

is its CDF. Thus,

P (Qτ > α) ≤ P (FX(X) ≤ γ).
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Since, for any random variableX , FX(X) stochastically dominates the uniform (0,1) distribution, it follows
that (with U ∼ Unif(0, 1)),

P (Qτ > α) ≤ P (FX(X) ≤ γ) ≤ P (U ≤ γ) = γ.

Hence, even when j = ∞, FDP-SD controls the FDP with confidence 1 − γ, concluding the proof of
Theorem 1.

7.5 Simulations of the Spectrum Identification Problem

The spectrum-ID model was presented in Section 7.2. Here we used a variant of this model described in
[24] where we model the number of candidate peptides a spectrum is compared with, n: in practice each
spectrum is only compared against a subset of peptides in the DB whose mass is within the measurement
tolerance of the precursor mass associated with the spectrum. In this case the n candidate target peptides of
a native spectrum are its generating peptide and n− 1 random peptides, so Yi is the best score among n− 1
such random matches whereas Z̃i is the best score among n random matches. It follows that Assumption 1
is only approximately valid: for native spectra there is a slightly larger chance a true null will be a decoy
win (which creates a slightly conservative — and hence not overly concerning — bias).

We generated simulated instances of the spectrum-ID problem using both calibrated and uncalibrated
scores as described next.

7.5.1 Using Calibrated Scores

For each of the following nine parameter combinations we generated 40K simulated instances of the spectrum-
ID problem by independently drawing the Xi, Yi and Z̃i scores for i = 1, . . . ,m, where m is the number of
spectra. We varied m among 500, 2k, and 10k and we varied π0, the proportion of foreign spectra, among
0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. For a native spectrum we drew Xi from a 1 − Beta(a, b) distribution (we used a = 0.05
and b = 10), and Yi from a 1 − Beta(1, n − 1) (we used n = 100 candidates), whereas for a foreign
spectrum we set Xi = 0. The Yi scores for all foreign spectra as well as all the Z̃i scores were drawn from a
1− Beta(1, n) distribution (with the latter ensuring the scores are calibrated). We then applied TDC, FDP-
SD, and FDP-KRB with FDR/FDP thresholds of α = 1%, 5%, and 10%, and confidence levels 100(1 − γ)
= 95% and 99%.

7.5.2 Using Uncalibrated Scores

We generated data with uncalibrated scores as described in [24] by associating with each spectrum a pair of
location and scale parameters randomly drawn from a pool of such parameters estimated on a yeast dataset.
We then randomly drew for each spectrum its associated Xi, Yi and Z̃i scores as in the calibrate case and
then we replaced each one with the corresponding quantile of the Gumbel distribution with the spectrum-
specific location and scale parameters. That is, the inverse of the appropriate Gumbel CDF was applied to
each of the three scores. The rest remains the same as in the calibrated score case.

7.6 Peptide Detection / Analysis of the ISB18 Dataset

We used the same methodology as described in [9] for detecting peptides in the ISB18 data set [25]. Re-
capped next, this process generated 900 sets of paired target and decoy scores assigned to each peptide in
our database.

As in spectrum ID, we first use Tide [6] to find for each spectrum its best matching peptide in the target
database as well as in the decoy peptide database. We then assign to the ith target peptide the score, Zi,
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which is the maximum of all the PSM scores that were optimally matched to this peptide. The corresponding
decoy score Z̃i is defined analogously. We repeat this process using 9 different aliquots, or spectra sets, each
paired with 100 randomly shuffled decoys databases creating 900 sets of paired target and decoy scores to
which we applied TDC and FDP-SD with FDR/FDP thresholds of α = 5% and confidence a level 100(1−γ)
= 95%.

The ISB18 data set is derived from a series of experiments using an 18-protein standard protein mixture
(https://regis-web.systemsbiology.net/PublicDatasets, [25]). We use 10 runs carried
out on an Orbitrap (Mix 7).

Searches were carried out using the Tide search engine [6] as implemented in Crux [31]. The pep-
tide database included fully tryptic peptides, with a static modification for cysteine carbamidomethylation
(C+57.0214) and a variable modification allowing up to six oxidized methionines (6M+15.9949). Pre-
cursor window size was selected automatically with Param-Medic [28]. The XCorr score function was
employed using a fragment bin size selected by Param-Medic.

The ISB18 is a fairly unusual dataset in that it was generated using a controlled experiment, so the
peptides that generated the spectra could have essentially only come from the 18 purified proteins used in
the experiment. We used this dataset to get feedback on how well our methods control the FDR/FDP, as
explained next.

The spectra set was scanned against a target database that included, in addition to the 463 peptides of the
18 purified proteins, 29,379 peptides of 1,709 H. influenzae proteins (with ID’s beginning with gi|). The
latter foreign peptides were added in order to help us identify false positives: any foreign peptide reported
is clearly a false discovery. Moreover, because the foreign peptides represent the overwhelming majority of
the peptides in the target database (a ratio of 63.5 : 1), a native ISB18 peptide reported is most likely a true
discovery (a randomly discovered peptide is much more likely to belong to the foreign majority). Taken
together, this allows us to gauge the actual FDP for in each reported discovery list.

The 87,549 spectra of the ISB18 dataset were assembled from 10 different aliquots, so in practice we
essentially have 10 independent replicates of the experiment. However, the last aliquot had only 325 spectra
that registered any match against the combined target database, compared with an average of over 3,800
spectra for the other 9 aliquots, so we left it out when we independently applied our analysis to each of the
replicates. The spectra set of each of those 9 aliquots was scanned against the target database paired with
each of 100 randomly drawn decoy databases yielding a total of 900 pairs of target-decoy sets of scores.

7.7 Supplementary Figures
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Figure 6: Varyingm in simulated sets of spectrum-ID. We increasem from 500 (left column) through 2K (middle column) to 10K (right column)
while looking at TDC’s FDP (top row), the relative loss of power (in terms of the number of correct discoveries) when using FDP-SD compared
with TDC (middle row). The other parameters were kept constant: α = 0.05, γ = 0.05, π0 = 0.5.
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Figure 7: Varying π0 in simulated sets of spectrum-ID. Similar to Supplementary Figure 6 only here we decrease π0 keeping α = 0.05,
γ = 0.05, and m =2K. TDC’s FDP (top row), the relative loss of power when using FDP-SD compared with TDC (middle row).
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